Endorse today!
Ordinary Venezuelans are hurt by sanctions imposed by the US and Canada
The elderly grandmother who cannot get insulin for her diabetes, the child who is undernourished during
an important stage of development, families who cannot afford to feed and clothe their children as a
result of hyperinflation. US and Canadian sanctions are precipitating a rapid economic decline in
Venezuela and ordinary Venezuelans are the primary victims.
Unilateral sanctions are illegal
On May 21, the day after the re-election of Venezuela’s President Nicolás Maduro, the US further
expanded economic sanctions against Venezuela. Both the US and Canada have sanctions targeting
senior Venezuelan government officials. These sanctions severely hamper the government’s ability to
engage with international financial entities. Furthermore, unilateral sanctions violate the human rights of
the Venezuelan people and are illegal under the charters of the OAS and the UN.
The imposed sanctions prevent the government from borrowing money from major financial institutions
and from repatriating dividends earned by state subsidiaries abroad, restricting Venezuela’s ability to
import vital foods and medicines. The US and Canada hypocritically claim to be concerned about the
humanitarian situation in Venezuela, while their sanctions regimes are deliberately designed to
asphyxiate the Venezuelan economy.
Sanctions are a form of economic war and can be a prelude to actual war
In addition to the economic war being waged against Venezuela through sanctions, recent reports as well
as public statements by US officials have made clear that a military option against Venezuela is under
serious consideration.
As people in the US and Canada, we have the responsibility to end our governments’ practice of illegal
foreign intervention, including the current economic sanctions against the people of Venezuela. These
sanctions are a collective punishment designed to create enough human misery to bring about the
overthrow of a democratically-elected government, including via a military coup. Economic sanctions
violate Venezuela’s national sovereignty and the basic rights of Venezuelan citizens.
The campaign invites you and/or your organization to endorse this call against the illegal, unjust and
cruel sanctions being inflicted on the people of Venezuela.
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Let us know if you are interested in participating and/or organizing an activity in one or more of the areas
of work listed below that will help build a North American voice against sanctions imposed on Venezuela:




Congressional/parliamentary work
Days of action
Media outreach

Petitioning (online)
Speaking Tours
Webinars
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